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Vyslovení neplatnosti součásti státní zkoušky „obhajoba diplomové práce“, na základě 

stanoviska přezkumné komise, že obhájená práce není původní a jde o plagiát. 

 

Po provedených řízeních vydal rektor Univerzity Karlovy rozhodnutí  

č. j. UKRUK/10207/2018-3, že součást státní zkoušky, obhajoba diplomové práce s názvem 

„Římská říše a křesťanství – od pronásledování ke státnímu náboženství“ konaná dne 26. 9. 

2017, je neplatná.  

 

Dnem, kdy rozhodnutí nabylo účinnosti, pozbyl účastník řízení vysokoškolského vzdělání 

získaného studiem daného studijního oboru a akademického titulu magistr. Dále pozbyly 

platnosti vysokoškolský diplom a dodatek k diplomu. 

 

 

 

Declaration of the invalidity of the section of the state examination “thesis defence” 

based on the review committee’s opinion that the defended work is not original and 

constitutes plagiarism. 

 

Following the proceedings, the Rector of Charles University issued a decision, ref. no. 

UKRUK/10207/2018-3, stating that a section of the state examination, defence of the thesis 

entitled “Roman empire and the christianity - from the persecution to the state religion” held 

on 26 September 2017, is invalid. 

 

On the day the decision became effective, the participant in the proceedings surrendered their 

higher education degree obtained by studying the specific area of study and the academic title 

of Master. Moreover on that day, their university diploma and diploma supplement became 

invalid. 

 



Abstract 

This diploma thesis is devoted to the situation of Christians living in the Roman Empire 

in the first four centuries AD. Every new religion has to face a number of problems in its 

beginnings, its misunderstanding and its position in society must be gradually enforced. 

However, the very beginnings of Christianity are not easy to grasp, since so many sources have 

not been preserved to this day. Likewise, many events are perceived through Christian optics 

and thus interpreted unilaterally. These are, above all, martyrological texts that have been 

extensively modified over time and authenticity is now relatively difficult. 

This diploma thesis is divided into several chapters, while in the first one I try to describe 

the Roman society and the Roman religion with which the Christian faith was confronted. 

Further chapters and chapters are devoted to the rise and spread of Christianity, the person of 

Jesus Christ, and the Church Fathers who report to us about the first centuries of Christian faith. 

The most extensive part of this diploma thesis is devoted to the main topic of persecution 

of Christians in the first four centuries AD. To date the individual stages of the persecution of 

Christians, I will help them by dividing them according to G.E.M. de Ste. Croixe. 

Chapters to describe the three stages of the persecution of Christians under the rule of the 

Roman Emperors are interwoven with the stories of the individual martyrs who have sacrificed 

their lives for the Christian faith and who are in great respect to the Christian Church today. 

The aim of the work is to map out the different stages of persecution of Christians, the 

development of mutual relations between Christians and the Roman Empire, and answer the 

question why Christians were so persecuted, although otherwise we can say about the Roman 

empire that it was quite tolerant to the religion of the nations. 
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